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Folder w/ Day Palm Print material (Chapter to be)... 

1, Michael Griffith piece on Day and lifting the print off K1 (or pics of K1). .. .the 

time cited here is from Day... .but conflicts with my 3:45 P.M. Read Griffith 

carefully. .. good material. . 

2. Citation RG 65, Box 56, Section 149, Folder 2 Where it notes that Drain picked 

up K1 at 3:40 P.M. Can we assume that meant that Day no longer had access to 

the rifle.... 

3. Drain note 105-82555-505 (section 21) Probably part of a report by what’s his 

face???? (Gemberling). That says Drain received 3 negatives of palm print from 

trigger guard from K1. .. 

4. Review of “Tainting Evidence”. . . Case studies of the incompetence and 

political slant of evidence evaluation from the vaunted FBI Crime Lab. . . Also my 

notes from the report and from the book. . . .| probably should do a quick read of 

the book... 

5. Dallas Police record of evidence returned to Drain on 11/26’67 at 2:00 P.M. 62- 

109060-6028. .. .partial prints of Oswald from K1... 

6. FBI document 62-109060-40 notes 11/23/’63 of evidence received by BuLab 

on 11/23 from Drain delivery... .p. 2 at end that 2 prints dusted but not lifted .. 

-appear on trigger guard left side of K1. . .These were dusted by Day but not lifted. 

Leeae Was it possible Drain took the rifle before Day could lift them??? 

7 &8 Responses re: Day lift of palm print. One is Rankin to Hoover 8/28/64 RG 

65 Box 11C, Folder 79. . . The other is Liebeler to Rankin 8/28/64 RG 65 Box 

111C Folder 79. .. .Both raises serious concerns about Day’s lift of Oswald palm 

print from K1... 

9. RG 65 Box111B, Folder 56 11/23/63 page 5 cites the delivery of Kito BuLab on 

11/23 then returned to FBI Dallas on 11/23 (to Day); then returned to FBI BuLab
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10. p. 2 of document notes 62-109060-6028 Curry at 3:40 P.M. on 11/24 that 

Drain returned to Dallas PD several items among which was K1 (or SN c2766 also 

Dallas file 89-43-1A 34)... Onp.3 receipt by Drain at 2:00 on this date 11/26 that 

Drain received evidence including K1 (or C2766) the 6.5 M/C rifle. ..... See also p. 

5 in this batch 62-109060-6028 items returned to Dallas PD by Drain was rifle No. 

C 2766 (K1) .. .the time is 3:40 P.M. P. 6 Notes that list of items of evidence from 

Dallas Police Lab returned to Drain 11/26 including the alleged Oswald rifle K1 (C 

2766) ... also partial palm print from underside of gun barrel near end of 

foregrip” on C 2766 and negatives of partial prints “found on trigger housing of 

rifle C2766... Here we get in capsulated form how C 2766 WAS IN THE HANDS of 

Day on 11/24 (Sunday when Oswald was killed). . . and returned to Drain on 

11/26..... what is puzzling is the time 2:00 P.M. on 11/26.. .***** 

11. RG 65 Box 111C/F. 79 May want to review... 

on 11/27..... (Day had chance to lift Oswald’s palm print from his dead corpse. . . 

10. 
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